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PROJECTS

SIMON PERICICH ‘!!!ALLTOGETHER NOW!!!

Simon Pericich, ‘!!!ALLTOGETHER NOW!!!’, 2017, local garbage and shopping bags inflated via portable fans, dimensions variable.

The work is transitorily grand and expansive, billowing ominously. On closer inspection the huge
clouds humorously reveal they are made from inexpensive and empty rubbish bags, a pithy irreverence regarding the festive madness of commercial Art Fairs and contemporary Art.
Simon Pericich’s practice explores dystopic visions of the future, apocalyptic ideas and what he has
described as the “hilariously doomed nature of humanity”.
As a multi-disciplinary, multi-media artist Pericich’s practice traverses large-scale installation, video
and image to present his nihilistic dystopia’s. His hysterical, dark brand of makeshift art production is
concerned with the terrifying awareness that humanity, its current state and narcissistic actions are, in
essence, irrationally selfish and detrimental. His work has a postmodern voodoo cargo cult sensibility,
which presents the indication of a future that seems out of the control of its population.

SCREEN
STEPHEN HALEY REPOSE (2012)

Stephen Haley, Repose, 2012, Single Channel Video, 2 min 04 seconds endless repeated, dimensions variable

Repose is based in a virtual hotel room – the sort of generic, standardized space that is now repeated
globally - with surface variations. It was modelled and animated using 3D modelling software, photographic images and resources drawn from the Internet. The title Repose suggests rest, but also to
re-pose something – as one would a question, or in rearranging a set piece. The room is filled with
references to communications, simulation, virtual space, various theorists and many other contemporary conditions. Strange, dream-like things happen.
There is an uncertain narrative and multiple narratives are in collision – just as things are now. The
work repeats, endlessly, in a fugue-like cycle, returning seamlessly to the point of its beginning. Many
details only reveal themselves through repeated viewing, unfolding through time in the same way a
painting does. Like a painting, I hope the work to be beguiling, enigmatic, beautiful and hypnotic.
Stephen Haley is a Melbourne based painter, digital media artist and writer. Using various media,
including 3D modeling software, his work investigates actual and virtual space while building on his
PhD thesis that considered the mirror as the defining metaphor and mechanism underpinning contemporary Western space and culture.
Haley has exhibited widely in Australia and internationally for the past 18 years including exhibitions
in Europe and the US. He exhibits with Lumas Gallery in Berlin, Paris, New York, Zurich and London.

HANNAH RAISIN SOAK I (2015)

Hannah Raisin, SOAK I, 2015, HD Video, 4 minute loop, edition of 3 + 1AP

Sensation, bodily action and interaction inform the politics of Hannah Raisin’s performance, video and
photographic practice. In her work she engages in actions as a framework for questioning social and
cultural conventions. More recently these playful re-imaginings of the human body and its politics
have manifested in gestures of enveloping, holding, and amphibious folding.
Soak I presents video developed on a residency program in outback Australia. Exploring what it is to
be a contemporary Australian female in an iconic, yet foreign landscape Raisin offers a scenario where
we question our own familiarity with this place that we inhabit.
Surrounded by the water that seasonally invigorates the northern landscape, Soak I celebrates the
sensation of being immersed in the material make up and contained space of the mythic water hole.
Hannah Raisin is a an emerging Melbourne based video and performance artist. In 2012 she received
first class honours at VCA and has exhibited in numerous group and solo exhibitions throughout Australia since 2007.
Raisin was a recipient of both the 2013 Australia Council for the Arts Art Start and New Work Grants.
In 2012 she received VCA’s Rosemary Ricker, Shelmerdine Art, Substation and NGV Women’s Association awards. She received a 2010 Jump mentorship, 2009 Next Wave Kickstart, was a member of Arts
Victoria’s Youth Arts Reference Group 2010-2012 and was also co-founder of Rear View Gallery 20082010.

DIEGO RAMIREZ
POSTCARD EXOTICA (2016)

Postcard eXotica, 2016, Still Moment No 2, HD Video, 30 minutes

Diego Ramirez is an emerging multidisciplinary artist and writer. He works primarily with video and
other forms of media in the pursuit of developing installation projects for gallery contexts. His research-based practice seeks to reconfigure representations of racial difference in lens-based media.
Ramirez’s most recent work, Postcard eXotica, is prompted by found images that embody the fear
and desire that characterises projections of the Other.
Ramirez’s research interests are currently being developed in two streams of practice: delegated
performances scripted for cinematic videos and pictures produced with vector graphics. The first
attempts to think through the way in which the body is staged and the latter the manner in which it is
designed.
Neither idealist nor entirely cynical, Ramirez goal is to scramble the script that dictates power relations in visual culture. Ramirez’s method is best described as active reading, a calculated effort to
generate alternative and counter readings of dominant texts. This methodology intends to provoke
moments of recognition in which the mechanisms of the text become apparent and null.
Postcard eXotica is a 30 minute cinematic re-enactment in HD Video of a collection of found photographs. More specifically, vintage American postcards produced circa 1900- 1930’s that depict Mexican stereotypes. The work seeks to think through the Western gaze by approaching the pictures as
movie scenes and revealing the condition of their making – particularly the way they are scripted,
staged, lit and filmed. In a broader manner, the video pastiches early cinema, contemporary pop and
horror to trave the ways in which these ideas manifest today,
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